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Broad view of energy market developments

Sustainability & limited 
security of delivery of 
green power requires more 
flexibilization of processes
The transition to a climate-neutral Chemelot in 2050 comes 
with the necessary challenges. Electrification of processes 
will result in an increasing demand for CO2-free electricity. 
Is there enough green electricity available? How will it be 
transported to Chemelot? Are factories able to become 
more flexible, for example by switching off when there is 
a shortage and thus keeping electricity affordable? In any 
case, all this requires an appropriate and timely available 
energy infrastructure and flexibility. In this article we will 
discuss the challenges surrounding the demand for, 
supply and infrastructure of green energy with grid 
operator TenneT and the Province of Limburg.

The transition to a climate-neutral and circular 
industry requires a lot of new infrastructure for 
the transport and storage of electricity, hydrogen, 
heat, CO2 and raw materials. As far as electricity is 
concerned, it is clear that demand from industry 
will increase due to sustainability, estimated by 
a factor of 4 within 15 years. As processes are 
electrified, factories will use more electricity 
and industry will become more dependent 
on electricity. On the other hand, the supply 
is becoming less stable, because electricity 
production is becoming increasingly dependent 
on sun and wind.

Be prepared for the 
future
How can power consumption be handled more 
flexibly? “The electricity market will become more 
erratic, we as an industry must prepare for that. 
After all, wind and solar energy do not care about 
the demand,” says Sonny Schepers, responsible 
for sustainability projects at USG (Utility Support 
Group), Chemelot’s utility company. “The 
challenge for us as an industry is to adapt our 
processes accordingly. At the moment we can 
turn to gas and coal-fired power stations if we 
need to, but coal-fired power stations will be 
phased out before 2030 and natural gas power 
stations also don’t fit into a CO2-free electricity 
system. This means that sometimes there will be 
scarcity, and therefore expensive electricity, while 

at other times we will be flooded with it. Keeping 
factories running stable 24/7 will make way for 
full operation when a lot of electricity is available 
and less when there is no wind and sun. For the 
industry this means that you have to become 
more flexible in your production. To be prepared 
for the future, companies need to think about 
where flexibility lies in processes. The factories 
at Chemelot are built as an ecosystem; the end 
product from one factory is the raw material for 
another. They are not designed for flexibility. If 
one part becomes flexible, it will have an impact 
on the other parts. The challenge is how we can 
make current processes more flexible and design 
future processes flexibly right away. Fortunately, 
electricity flexibility has been increasingly on 
the agenda since last year, both nationally and 
at Chemelot. From USG and Brightsite we will 
discuss this with the site users in order to initiate 
this process together. The importance is clear to 
most, although the factories are not yet ready for 
it,” explains Schepers.

“We are mapping out what the demand for 
electricity at Chemelot will be in the long term, 
so that we can enter into concrete discussions 
with grid operator TenneT and the government. 
In addition, we look at the possibilities for 
flexibilization and stimulate awareness among site 
users. We need to ensure that they take flexibility 
into account in (the choice for) future projects,” 
adds René Slaghek, manager of Brightsite’s 
program line 5 ‘Transition scenarios and system 
integration’.



Gear to meet demand
Infrastructure for electricity is a necessary 
condition for industry to become more 
sustainable. However, the decision-making 
about construction takes a lot of time and there 
is a long lead time to completion. Taskforce 
Infrastructure Climate Agreement Industry 
(TIKI) has investigated which infrastructural 
bottlenecks and possible solutions there are for 
achieving the industry’s objective. The analysis 
shows that current planning and construction of 
infrastructure for the industry transition would 
lead to late decision-making and construction. 
Acceleration is necessary and this requires 
direction from the Central Government. That is 
why the Multi-Year Program for Infrastructure 
Energy and Climate (MIEK) was created to 
strengthen this coordinating role.

“As a basis for this, the six industry clusters of 
the Netherlands have drawn up a Cluster Energy 
Strategy (CES) and the National Infrastructure 
Program for Sustainable Industry (PIDI) has been 
established. PIDI looks at how transport capacity 
can be accelerated. All stakeholders involved sit 
together at this table and that is important. None 
of the parties can do it alone, industry, network 
operators, energy suppliers, governments and 

municipalities will have to work together,” Slaghek 
emphasizes. Read more about this in the ‘PIDI, 
MIEK & CES’ section.

Jan van der Lee, responsible for the Climate 
Agreement program at TenneT:

“We have to invest ahead on 
the basis of MIEK and, together 
with regional and national 
governments, we have to look 
for space.”

Investing ahead in 
infrastructure
Grid operators, such as TenneT, are responsible 
for the construction of infrastructure and the 
provision of transport capacity. “And that is 
a major challenge given the transition. What 
makes it difficult is that under current legislation 
and regulations we are not allowed to build 

infrastructure if the demand is not transparent, 
and that is not what it is now. In addition, 
the industry does not invest until there is 
certainty about infrastructure.” Jan van der Lee, 
responsible for the Climate Agreement program 
at grid operator TenneT, says: “Programs such 
as MIEK enable us to get started. We will have 
to invest ahead, and not only take action with a 
connection request, to prevent us from falling 
behind. The current plans in the MIEK for new 
electricity infrastructure still have too long a lead 
time to be realized before 2030. Acceleration 
instruments are therefore devised in the context 
of PIDI.”

Slaghek agrees that investments are a 
bottleneck. “TenneT will have to invest in 
infrastructure for the longer term, before they 
know for sure that electricity will go through it, 
and how much. That is a big dilemma,” Slaghek 
admits. “In the past, you knew that a line would 
be used. Now the trajectory will have to be 
started earlier and in the beginning there will 
be no or incomplete use. Working on it earlier 
does not mean it will be ready earlier. That is why 
acceleration is really necessary,” Van der Lee 
emphasizes.

The National Infrastructure Program for 
Sustainable Industry (PIDI) is a cooperation of 
industry, network companies, energy producers, 
Central Government (management, policy 
choices, market organization and financing) 
and local authorities (spatial planning, licensing, 
coordination with Regional Energy Strategies 
(RES) and interests of other sectors). PIDI 
wants to accelerate decision-making on energy 
infrastructure together with the parties involved. 
Six Dutch industry clusters, of which Chemelot is 
one, have been asked to draw up a regional vision 
for a sustainable industry in 2030. These CESs – 
Cluster Energy Strategies – form the basis of the 
PIDI. Supply and demand are brought together 
in the six clusters. In this way, these CESs lead 
to a regional implementation program within the 
clusters and projects of national importance to 
be put on the agenda for implementation in the 
Multi-Year Program for Infrastructure Energy 

and Climate (MIEK). The MIEK is the multi-year 
plan with which PIDI takes control of projects 
of national importance in a structured way. 
Explorations and studies must ensure that PIDI 
accelerates MIEK projects from drawing board to 
implementation.

The Chemelot CES has been established by the 
Chemelot table and has been established in close 
consultation with the Province of Limburg and 
the network companies involved. “In concrete 
terms, we at Chemelot argued in our CES for: 
1) An accelerated planning study and decision 
on extending a 380 kV grid; 2) Support in the 
further development and realization of a pipeline 
corridor for product pipelines and the transport of 
hydrogen and CO2 and 3) Connection to a (public, 
regulated) hydrogen infrastructure to and from 
Chemelot,” Slaghek explains.

PIDI, MIEK & CES

Jan-Jaap van Halem, process manager 
Climate Agreement at the Province of 
Limburg: 

“Offshore wind must be 
made available to all of 
the Netherlands, such 
as Groningen gas and 
Limburg coal. Chemelot’s 
competitive position must 
remain the same as the 
clusters on the coast.”

https://www.chemelot.nl/duurzaamheid/cluster-energie-strategie-chemelot-2030-2050


Does your company 
recognize itself in the 
working method of 
Brightsite?
The future outlook is that Chemelot has met 
the national goals for greenhouse gas reduc-
tion by implementing the most cost-effective 
measures while ensuring production. In 2050 
Chemelot is entirely carbon-neutral, based 
on an optimal transition pathway. Do you 
want to contribute to this program, or do you 
want to make use of our services? Please 
contact us.

René Slaghek
Program line manager Transition 
Scenarios and System Integration
rene.slaghek@sitech.nl
+31 (0)6 200 159 35

brightsitecenter.com

Because use will increase and it will take years 
before the capacity can be increased, there is 
a chance that not everyone can be served. In 
case of scarcity, a choice will have to be made. 
Which sector has priority then? Jan van der Lee 
says: “As network companies, we cannot and 
do not want to make that social choice. There 
must be a roadmap that answers the question 
‘2050 climate-neutral: What does that mean 
for the electricity grid?’. What are we going to 
do first, second and so on as we make our way 
to 2040-2045?” Jan-Jaap van Halem, process 
manager Climate Agreement at the Province of 
Limburg recognizes the problem TenneT faces. 
“We are dealing with a complicated energy 
infrastructure puzzle. It is good that everyone is 
now sitting together at the table, but it is still too 
non-binding,” says Van Halem. “Everyone loses 
themselves in telling the other what they can do 
better. While a better question is ‘What can I do 
so you can help me better?’. Everyone should 
be held accountable for their own responsibility. 
Ultimately, that energy has to be supplied and 
transported.”

Sonny Schepers, responsible for sustainability 
projects within USG:

“Wind and solar energy do 
not care about the demand. 
The challenge for us as an 
industry is to adapt our 
processes accordingly.”

Van der Lee adds: “We have to invest ahead on 
the basis of MIEK and, together with regional and 
national governments, we have to look for space.” 
“For the Province of Limburg, the challenge 
lies in getting the 380kV grid, which now runs 
to Maasbracht, to Chemelot. The need for this 
380kV grid is not only the increasing electricity 
demand on Chemelot, but also the expected 
electricity demand in South Limburg as a whole. 
The arrival of the grid was promised in previous 
plans, but the new investment plans show that 
there is a delay. While demand for electricity 
is exploding. This makes it clear that the MIEK 
indicates usefulness and necessity, but more is 
needed to speed up the process. Offshore wind 
must be made available to all of the Netherlands, 
such as Groningen gas and Limburg coal. 
Chemelot’s competitive position must remain 
the same as the clusters on the coast, and the 

380kV grid is necessary for this,” says Van Halem. 
Van der Lee understands the frustration, but also 
indicates that making choices is not up to the grid 
operator. “Priorities need to be clear; how can we 
accelerate, what do we jointly invest in, when are 
decisions taken? It’s taking too long now,” Van 
der Lee thinks. 

Rene Slaghek says: “The above describes 
how deeply interwoven and complex the 
transition to sustainability and flexibility is. The 
investments are huge and take time in decision-
making and implementation. The broad field of 
stakeholders, users, suppliers and governments 
is intensively involved. It is impressive how various 
platforms have been set up by the national 
government, such as PIDI, Industrietafel and 
Koplopersoverleg.” The dialog is in full swing 
between Chemelot, the Province of Limburg 
and TenneT. In addition to the differences, the 
parties recognize that everyone should look 
at options and adjustments to avoid delays. 
“For example, the province wants to look at 
the organization when granting permits and 
integration in order to save time. We’re not that 
far yet,” Van Halem is aware of that. “The industry 
must also get its own house in order and show 
what is needed. We need to be aware of the 
developments surrounding the grid and supply. 
The industrial transition will take decades, will 
also have consequences on the demand side and 
will require flexibility in industrial processes at 
Chemelot. Brightsite contributes from Program 
Line 5 to making demand transparent in order 
to be able to prepare the major investments for 
electrification as well as possible. A good and 
concrete example of a project that fits in well with 
this is the USG e-boiler,” Slaghek concludes.

René Slaghek, Program Manager Brightsite:

“The transition to sustaina
bility and flexibility is deeply 
interwoven and complex. 
Industry, network operators, 
energy suppliers, governments 
and municipalities will have to 
work together.”

Social choices

https://brightsitecenter.com/

